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ABSTRACT

A low-power, high-density CMOS design for an LMS adap-
tive FIR filter is presented. A combination of charge-based and
subthreshold MOS circuits is used for filtering and adaptation. Ac-
curate analog linear filtering is achieved through pulse-width mod-
ulation of input signal. A wide dynamic range is obtained by bias-
ing the MOS switched current sources in the subthreshold regime,
with the filter coefficients stored on the gates and adapted through
a pilot version of the LMS rule. Simulation results with SpectreS
verify the linearity and simplicity of the approach. The design al-
lows integration of two 64-tap audio adaptive filters on a single
1 mm� 0.5 �m CMOS chip.

1. INTRODUCTION

Applications of adaptive filtering in portable audio systems call
for special-purpose micropower and high-density hardware imple-
menting the filtering and adaptive functions. While digital signal
processing (DSP) solutions provide adequate levels of power dis-
sipation for many applications, a micropower approach is needed
for applications such as hearing aids and MEMS sensors. This can
be achieved using dedicated analog circuits with MOS transistors
in subthreshold [1, 2].

Several analog implementations of adaptive filters exist in the
literature [3, 4, 5, 6]. The filtering process itself involves linear
multiplication of filter coefficients with a set of time-delayed in-
puts. Analog multiplication is often implemented using the square-
law characteristic of a MOS transistor above threshold [7, 8]. Al-
ternative implementations with the subthreshold MOS operation
yield potentially lower power dissipation [9, 10, 11, 12], but are
inherently nonlinear in the voltage domain.

We propose an alternative pulse-width modulation scheme
with wide-range linear voltage inputs and MOS switched current
sources, biased in the subthreshold region for a large (exponential)
dynamic range of weight coefficients. A pulsed signal internal rep-
resentation is also attractive from the prospective of neural models
of information and signal processing [13] with area efficient im-
plementation in VLSI [14, 15, 16].

For adaptation, the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm, is
widely used, due to its simplicity [17]. Analog implementation of
the LMS rule requires four-quadrant outer product multiplication
of the input and error vectors, typically implemented using Gilbert
multipliers. We propose LMS adaptation using pulse-arithmetic
and charge-based updates, that is less sensitive to analog effects
and transistor mismatch.

2. CIRCUIT ARCHITECTURE

The input-output relationship of an adaptive filter is defined by
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with filter coefficients adapted through LMS learning rule:
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where � is the adaptation rate for learning. In the following we
will describe in detail each of the building blocks of an adaptive
filter: delay line, adaptation cell and multiply-and-accumulate cir-
cuit with output driver.

2.1. Delay Line

Typical audio applications require a large number of taps. In our
system, a 64-tap analog delay line is realized. The cumulative
effect of offset and linear gain errors in each stage of the delay
line results in a sizable offset and scaling at the output. However,
offset and gain errors do not disturb the linear filtering operation,
and only contribute to the DC component of the output signal and
modified filter coefficients. Indeed, assume an additive offset 	�
and non-unity gain 
� for each stage. Then, the resulting output of
the filter is
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where
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which still implements a linear filter with an additive DC offset.
Therefore, stringent design constraints on the offset and gain spec-
ifications of the delay element can be avoided, and a standard
switched capacitor (SC) design can be used.

The delay element, shown in Figure 1, is implemented by cas-
cading two sample-and-hold circuits [18]. A cascoded inverter is
used for the high-gain amplifier. This delay element has small chip
area, is parasitic insensitive, and operates fast. The clock rate for
audio applications is not high, so there are no problems with the
slew-rate and settling-time.
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Figure 1: Delay element.
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Figure 2: Integration of switched currents and weighted subtrac-
tion.

2.2. Multiply-Accumulate

The multiply-accumulate terms in (1) are implemented by integrat-
ing switched currents controlled by a pulse-width modulation of
input signal and gate voltages of a pair of CMOS current sources,
as shown in Figure 2. The realized multiplication is four-quadrant,
with differential weights and bipolar input signal.

The source voltage of the multiplication transistor is pulsed,
where the width of the pulse is proportional to absolute value of
input signal, �. The polarity of the input signal, relative to refer-
ence voltage ���� , controls the position of the pulse with respect
to reference time ��, counted as negative on one side, and posi-
tive on the other, as given in the Figure 3(
). The circuit used for
pulse-width modulation and for determining the sign of the input
signal is shown in Figure 3(). The reference time point �� is used
in the accumulate circuit to determine the sign of the contribution
to the output. Active low source voltage controls the amount of
transistor current.

The weights are stored differentially as voltages �� and ��

on two complementary switched current sources, each with the
same pulsed input signal. In subthreshold, the current during acti-
vation of the sources is exponential in the weights, implementing
a coefficient
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where � � �
��

and �� � �� ��	�����
. The advantage of this
nonlinear transformation is that a wide dynamic range of coeffi-
cients is obtained over a limited linear range of voltages �� and
��.

Current pulses integrated on the output capacitor before the
reference time �� are taken with negative sign, accounting for the
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Figure 3: Pulse-width modulation: (a) Circuit implementation.
(b) Timing diagram.

negative sign of the input signal. The pulses integrated after �� are
contributed by positive input signals and are taken with positive
sign. The difference between positive and negative contributions
is obtained by subtracting twice the negative term from the sum of
positive and negative terms.
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The circuit for implementing this weighted subtraction is similar
to one used in the algorithmic A/D converter [19] and is given in
Figure 2. The fully differential design is adopted throughout, with
separate signal paths for �� and �� contributes (each in turn with
separate integrations of � ��� �). Following the two differential
integration stages is a standard SC subtraction stage.

2.3. Adaptation Cell

The adaptation weight cell capable of providing fine weight
changes with both positive and negative increments, is shown in
Figure 4(
). Implementation of the learning rule (2) would require
four-quadrant multiplication. A ’pilot’ (i.e. bang-bang) version of
LMS learning rule
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simplifies the architecture, so that multiplication reduces to XNOR
operation. The XNOR is implemented using only one transistor
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Figure 4: Adaptation cell: (a) Circuit implementation. (b) Timing
diagram.

�� with proper signal timing. The signals ����
 and ����

are coded as a pulse and a two-level signal, respectively, as shown
in Figure 4(). The position of the pulse is determined by the sign
of the input signal, while the sign of the error signal determines the
order of the levels ��
 and ��. These voltage levels are applied
externally, which control the value of adaptation rate �. During the
����
 pulse, the parasitic capacitor �� at node A is charged to
voltage ��
 or ��, determined by ����
.The voltage at this node
is
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for �� cell and
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for �� cell, with
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When ���
�� goes high, the charge on �� and �� is shared. The
resulting change on the capacitor is given by
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and with similar equation for ��

� . For �� � ��, small incre-
ments are obtained. To reduce the area of implementation �� is
implemented as a MOS capacitance and �� is the small parasitic
capacitance on the drain/source diffusion between transistors ��
and ��. The common mode component �

�
���

� � ��

� 
 is regu-
lated by the weight decay term on the right side of (11), pulling
the values towards the center of the range ���.

There are two physical mechanisms besides the adaptation that
affect voltage on the weight capacitor. The first is charge-injection
from transistor�� and the second is charge leakage due to � drain
� substrate junction of ��. Since both mechanisms affect voltage
in the same direction, we need to compensate this bias, which is
accomplished by applying voltages ��
 and �� that are biased in
the opposite direction to ���. If a longer time of the weight stor-
age is needed, dynamic refresh of the capacitor memory is neces-
sary [20].

Figure 5: Step response at different tap positions (2, 16 and 64) in
the 64-element delay line, for zero initial conditions in all taps.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The operation of the circuits was verified through SpectreS simula-
tion in Cadence using parameters obtained from a 0.5 �� CMOS
process. The step response of the delay line, at different tap posi-
tions, is shown in Figure 5. After the transients due to the (zero)
initial conditions, the cumulative offset at each tap position settles
to a constant over time. Figure 6 shows the trajectory of the differ-
ential weights with constant sign of input and error signal. Figure 7
shows linear characteristic of the multiplication. Estimated power
dissipation for two 64-tap filters, at a 100 kHz sampling rate, is 200
�� and the energy dissipated per cell per clock cycle is 16 pJ.

4. CONCLUSION

An efficient, low-power and high-density analog realization of FIR
adaptive filter is presented, making use of pulse-based charge-
mode computation. The circuit operates with subthreshold MOS
transistors and achieves a wide linear voltage range. The scheme
extends to the design of neural filtering systems, including Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (ICA) [21]. An efficient charge-
mode implementation of the LMS rule is included in the archi-
tecture. The delay line can be replaced by more general elements
such as all-pass filters for further enhancement.



Figure 6: Trajectory of the differential weights over time, under
adaptation with updates of constant polarity.

Figure 7: Multiply characteristics for three values of the weight.
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